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Since  1934 
Larry Strong -- Daly staff photographer 
Das-e Hogue deans debris in Walquist Library South following Monday's earthquake 
Tiles










Roberta  Geist is used to 
earthquakes
 because she's 
been through a few in her 




Monday  morning's shake. 
Her desk was one of 
at least six that were covered
 by 
ceiling  insulation and 
debris as an earthquake
 shook 24 
tiles from the 
Financial
 Aid Other ceiling.
 The work 
area
 was rendered 
unusable
 as a large area in 
the center 
of the office 
was  roped off. 
"I wasn't at my 









 for some 
files."
 
In the 10 years
 Geist has worked 
here, she remem-
bers about three or 
four earthquakes 
occurring  while she 
was on 
the job. 
"Every  time we ha e 















hers ice to 
students  
would  not 




going to slow us down,










Work areas would be 
moved  into 
conference
 rooms 
and the office 
could still handle incoming
 calls and stu-
dent traffic,
 she said. 
Shoemaker was not as concerned with the current 




will  they do to prevent this 
front happening 
againr he asked. 
Facilities personnel
 arrived on the scene within min-
utes to repair
 the damages and clean the area. 
Financial Aid 
employees  returned to 
their desks after 
about three 
hours,  when the crew 
cleaned





ceiling.  according to Steve 
Noet/el.
 facilities building trades 
manager.  
The
 total cost of the 
damages was about 
55110 in 
material' and labor. 
Noet/el
 said. 
The interlocking tile 
ceiling will not he fully
 repaired 
for about two 
weeks.
 Nod/el said, because




 employees who 
work in older 
buildings with the 
interlocking  tiles will be 
issued
 within 
the next week. 
Noetzel  said. The memo 
will stress that 
the tiles are likely 
to loosen with the 
slightest  amount of 
shaking.
 and that 





soon as a quake
 occurs. 
There  
are no plans for 
preventing  tiles from 
falling in 
a future 
quake,  according 
to Noetzel. 




















Daily staff writer 
A 
moderate  earthquake 
struck  the 
San Jose area
 Monday morning, sub-
stantially jolting 
the  SJSU campus 
but causing only minimal 
damage. 
The 








 according to the uni-
versity seismograph.
 The quake 
struck  at 10:46 a.m, 











minor  structural cracks 
in 
other buildings. There 
were no esti-
mated  costs given. 
No 
injuries were 
reported  to the 
University
 Police Department or 




 working in sev-
eral 
buildings
 and Duncan Hall was 
completely evacuated
 for about an 
hour after the quake. 
"There was no significant
 damage 








 tiles falling off and cracks in a 
few 





no reported injuries." 
The center of the quake was 
prob-
ably located along the Calaveras 
fault, 
in the foothills east of Milpi-
tas, said George 
Curtis. coordinating 
technician of 




readings on the uni-
versity seismograph 
were 5.1. Curtis 
said. He added that the university 
was "fairly
 close" to the epicenter. 
Although the quake 
was centered 
near 
Milpitas.  the city's police 
de-
partment received no calls reporting 
damage or injuries. 
"We 




Miller. "I was waiting 
for the calls 
to 
come in but






San Jose police also reported no 
injury complaints. A 
spokesperson 
for the department









Reid-Hillview airport in Fast San 
Jose. which had a panel of glass in 
the 
control
 tower shaken loose by 
the 
quake. 








 Duncan Hall were evacuated 
to "the best of my knowledge.''he
 
said. 
An alarm sounded in Dinican Hall 
moments atter the quake subsided 
and the building 
was completely.  
evacuated
 for 
about  an 
hour. 
The possibility of chemical spills 
in the building prompted the alarm. 
according to science  department  
chair John 
Williams.  
Clark Library Mr as not evacuated,  
although the eleYators stopped at the 
first available floor the instant the  
earthquake  hit. 
Generally. evacuation
 is not done 
unless the building is in direct dan-
ger,  
according  to Ruth Hatter. li-
brary director. 





is going to be.
Halter said. "But in this instance we 
felt the 




 to add to any. 
panic by moving students 
out.''
 






















Duncan Hall for about an hour after 
it was
 evacuated. 
A few moments after the quake 
subsided, Williams authorized 
an 
alarm to 












jeapoardy  Williams said. "But 
there are many 
rooms that contain 
chemicals and we 
wanted everyone 







The 5. I reading









mograph. Other preliminary  
read-
ings from scales in the area, 
includ-
ing those in 
Berkeley arid Menlo 
Park ranged from 4.4 
to 








damage  in 
populated 
areas. 
The term used to 

































































 I think what 
it will 
do 
is probably give 
us 100 per-
cent 







 he properly in-
formed 
as to what to 
do
 in the 
event 




 to inform stu-
dents
 of emergency 
procedures
 





Harold  V 
Manson  
in a 





































 staff writer 
Paula Vizcarra, a freshman at 
Lin-
coln High School in San 
Jose.  came 
to SJSU's eighth annual  Raz:* Day to 
learn 









said with a 
bright smile. "I'm here to learn 
about my culture 












 from San Jose and the Central 


























 Mary IC ('allahan 






City for a candlelight
 vigil Friday 
evening. hut all 
hopes of lighting 
candles
 were snuffed out by 
chilly 
winds whipping






to burn candles in a 
March





lost its lengthy court battle to 
save Spartan 
City last year. 
On Friday. 
some of the families 
that used to 
live
 in Spartan City re-
turned. But 
this time, they 
were  try-
ing 
to round up publicity 
for their 
fight 
to get new family
 housing for 





were  intended 
to 
symbolize 






spokesperson  for the 
organization. 
"We're going to keep 
going  on 
with this 
























Johnson.  vice president 
of the 
association, and other 
mem-
bers of the




 fictionalized in 
order to 
justify demolition of the 
debilitated 
buildings. 
Protesters took their case to the
 
streets  and to the courts,  
but  failed to 
save their 
homes.  One hundred 
fami-
lies were evicted. 




Gonzales  said of 
the  old bar-
racks,
 "but it was 
secure, afforda-
ble. 




 to make it." 
The 
vital  role 
Spartan  City 
played  
in the























 equity,  said 
Dan 
Mor-
rison, president of 
the association. 








 in life than 
other ethnic groups, he 
said.  
"There 
are so may 
kids that get 
laid 
up
 in the 
parent trap so young." 
he 






















said,  and older peo-
ple are 












ing:" he said. "We 




 of the commu-















all  residents 
and to help 
them 










of lamenting, could 
be 




















there  are 
competing  
interests 
for the site, 















see  that student 
family  







City site is the 
only  
open 





 its use 





 to get a 
chance
 to make their 
case,"  Staley 
said. 




Arthur  Sullivan, 










 think that 60 
of their classmates rega-
l:1r use 
drugs and 90 percent 
drink 
alcohol
 two or 
more
 days a 
week, according to a survey 
con-








t:tact* students surveyed said 
they pending% use 
drugs at Ilsag 
once a 
mask.  ut 65 
percent  said 
they thalliglit drugs were 
some -
Whet or very 
easy
 to buy on cam-
sunn was conducted
 by 
-advalmsd mating class as 
of IL vain 




























































































see  a 
Chi-
cano




asked  an actor













































sell   






 's turnout 
was
 




inte front as at 
away as Salinas


















1,   A' 
1ZA DAY 










attitudes  toward 
drug  use 










'f'he survey asked 
students
 how 





whether  drug 
and al-
cohol abuse is a major 
problem
 










use,  and the ne-





































































 and if words
 mean anything, 
SJSU's
 Rec Center 
should
 be opening 
any  time 
now. 





 fun or bitch about 
all  the construction 
delays  and cost 
overruns but 




structure  is 
here
 and done. 
All 
it needs 

























Now, there's nothing wrong
 with either of those 
terms,
 but they don't exactly fan the
 flames of 
Spartan pride. The first, SUREC, is 
unwieldy  and 
confusing. And it's derivative (Rec
 Center) leaves 
itself
 open to public ridicule, i.e., wRECk
 Center. 




 information and the general 




Spartan  Daily 
staff, or at 
least a 
few  of us, will keep
 the burden off the 
administration and throw out some names our-
selves. 
Here are the nominees, in no particular order 
The Bill Berry  Memorial Arena 
The most successful SJSU coach in the last 
twenty years, Berry will never get the chance to 
coach there so this would be a nice touch. 
The REAL Party Memorial Arena 
Enough said. 
The It's -better -late -and millions -over
-bud-




Delay  Dome 
Ditto.
 
The  Palace of Malice and
 the Malodorous 
Nlecca
 
For no other reason 
than
 they sound so good. 
The Pavilion of 
Bad 
Only if it's assured that SJSU 's 
teams will con-
tinue 
their less than sizzling 
seasons.  
The Fullerton Faux 
Pas 
For 
those  of you who failed Beginning French, 
that  means





 Dome of Legal 
Denial 
Because  they're never going to 
have  the right to 
hire
 an auomey to get 






 only if 
steps are ever
 
built  that 







































































































































 in and 









Joel  Beers 
Got  more to say 
than a 
letter  





















will  be 
considered,
 
especially  those 
immediately
 related
 to SJSU. 
Any 
people  or 
places  on 
































































I told my friends it wouldn't 
hap-
pen to me until I 
was  30. 
The permanent tying of 
the 
heartstrings to one individual was 
for later in life. Later in life has sud-
denly become Aug. 5 of this 
year. 
This once 
proclaimed  bachelor 
will very soon be a 
family man. 
It all started two years ago at a 
house in 
Sunnyvale.  
I had just started renting a 
room 
on MacKenzie 
Drive, when in she 
walked. 
Standing
 5 feet 2 with long black 
hair and 
eyes  that could tame a lion, 




had just started renting 
a 
room in the house, and conversa-
tions
 began to spring up at the din-
ner table between us. Our daily 
gab-




While purchasing all the necessi-
ties 
of life at the grocery store 
(beer,  
potato chips) I 
asked her if she 
would like to go to the beach. 












sun  and 
splashing
























waves. Emi said she was from 






 her I was 
from Rhode Island 
and she said 
she'd never heard of the
 place. We 
were a perfect match. 
We moved into 
our  own apart-
ment six
 month later. 
Since then my 
life has changed 
180 
degrees.  I quit 
drinking,  some-
thing I 
did to excess on a daily 
basis, and soon 
thereafter  entered 
SJSU 





nied me back to my 
parents'  house 
in Warwick, RI. It was 
there  she 
managed  to 
do the 
impossiblecharm
 my hard-nosed 
conservative
 father. 
My father is 
a 10th generation 
New Englander who speaks little 
and is 
critical of virtually 
everyone.  




 his eyes grinned like I 
had never seen 
before.  
Our trip back 
east






 decided to 












Andrew II. Charming is a 










































































































is,  then, 






Wing"  is 
so







 of us 
who  
would  take a 
"left" 
position
 on a 


















in the world 
(and who 
are glad of 












spring  to 
mind,
 too, as 
well 
as





Believe  me, a 
country  that 




 on and 
bum its own



























 of the 
Spartan 





















exercise  of 
freedom
 becomes






 of this is:











 and slander. 
When  a person's 
free expression 
begins to harm 
others, 
then that person 
no longer has the
 right to 
express himself
 in that way. 
If this was not 
the 
case,  this society 




 holds the 
United States to the 
highest  standards and 
that he 
is expressing his 
feeling  that certain U.S. policies
 
are insulting to American 
principles. I belive that 
Tyler is a selfish exhibitionist
 who just wanted to 
get
 his name in the paper and
 gain some  notoriety. 
Tyler knew the only purpose
 his exhibit wold serve 
would





 and this is 
just what he 
wanted.  
If 
Tyler  really 
cared  
about  America, 
he would 
seek to 
improve  it by 




















have heard that the 
Fullerton administration
 
was recently criticized 
for a lack of vision in 
its 
planning goals.
 If it is true, then 
this
 verifies to me 
what we 
of




 been saying for 
some  time now. We 
feel that 
this administration
 has been 
extremely  short 
sight-
ed in its 
view  of this 
institution's  role
 in the 
community.  
We feel that 
the most proper
 role of this 
univer-
sity, 
its  best 
"vision,"
 must 
reflect  the 
public  fund 
which
 supports 







































already.  No 
resident 
student  
needs  to pay 
the entire
 





































































































































































































 it still 
wants 





































worked  hard 











































































































 Pen leads 
Aaron Sul
 in the 




therapy  class. 
Both  are 
juniors  































The most recent  incident
 04:curred 
Thursday night. when nearly $400 in 
change and 
sweets













Michele Gendreau. who has
 been 
















well as lost 




incidents of vandalism and 




 Shops' candy. ice cream, 







-come in vv.i% es."  she 
said.  She 
could not 





 last month or for the
 
year. 







parturient. There are no suspects in 
the 
case.  






 with an unknown
 
des ice some-













 a month after 
SW) was discovered missing from a 






gating that theft 
Maloney
 said last week that police
 
his
 have not determined 
whether the money was taken from 
Room 231 of the Student Union by 
an 
employ  cc Or an outsider. 
The
 
t i W  














 Ed Dusahlon 
said 
author-





 taken hut 
believe  it was 
some-
time between 
March 2 and 9. 









Dusahlon  said Because 
of 
this,  





































 an SJSU student
 
who was found allegedly 
trespassing 
in the Music Building




-old  Nam 
Yeung 
Kahto.
 V1.1s wanted by the 
San 
Jose police tor 











































singer -songwriter  Kris Kristotterson 
and his 
cclie I 
















young children of 


















Juana  Aguilar. 32. 
asked  
two years ago 
that the Kristoffersons  
take care of her children should any-
thing happen to 
her. But relatives of 
the Ricardo Arai/
 now want guard-
ianship
 of the two 
youngest
 girls,  fa-
thered by Amu,.  
Kristofferson
 said in 
court  
docu-
ments  he wants to 
provide





Marketing  Club: Marketing 
Communications.
 3:30 p.m.. S.U. 
Costanoan Room.
 For more infor-
mation  call 733-1936. 
Sigma  Chi Derby Days: Party at 
the Derby. 9 
p.m..  The Derby (on 
Santa Clara Street). For more infor-
mation call 279-9601. 
Raha'i Club: Social. 8 p.m., 
S.U. Montalvo Room. For more in-
formation  call 926- I 732. 
Asian American
 Christian 




Robert Levinson Memorial Lec-
ture: Speaker: Dr. Hillel Shuval. 8 
p.m., University Room. For more 
information call 924-5519. 
ICSJS:.Moeting. 5:30 p.m.. 
Hugh 
Gillis Hall Room 118. For more 
in-
 formation call 924-K 
SJS.  
Campus Crusade For Christ: $5 
hair cuts.
 10 a.m.. S.U. Upper Pad.
 
For more information call 279-4724. 
Chemistry Department: Semi-
nar. 4:30 p.m.. Duncan Hall Room 
135. For more information call 924-
5000 
Intramural Sports: Over -the -line 
sign-ups,  all day. Student Activities 
and 




Sociology 80 Class: Clothing 
drive for homeless. 9 a.m., in front 
of S.U. For more information call 
924-8900. 
Campus Recycling Group 
(S.A.E.E.R.):  
Meeting.
 6:30 p.m., 
Duncan Hall Room
 235. For more 
information 
call 295-5718 or 924-
5467.  
Campus Crusade For Christ: 
Prime time. 7:15 
p.m.. S 1' Council 
Chambers.
 For 




 Planning & Placement: 
Co-op
 orientation.
 12:30 p. 
S.11.  
Almaden
 Room. For 
moreinforma-
tion call 924-6033. 
Career 
Planning





 iew program 
orientation.1:30
 p.m.. S.U. Costa -
noun Room.









 7 p.m . San Car-
los and Tenth Streets. For more in-
formation  
call  297-7506. 
WEDNESDAY 
Counseling Services: Women on 
the move (Exercise/therapy group) 
begins today. 3 p.m.. Administra-
tion 




information call 924-5910. 
Sigma Chi Derby
 Days: Scav-
enger hunt. 7 p.m.. Ice Cream so-
cial. 8:30 
p.m.. 284 South 
Tenth 
Street. For more information call 
279-9601.
 
Theatre Arts Department: Uni-
versity 




Theatre.  For ticket informa-
tion
 





all day. Student Activities 
and Services 
Building.
 For more in-
formation call 924-5958. 
Social Dance 
Class:  Practice -
"meeting.
 4:15 p.m.. S.U. Guada-




 Arts/ Dance Depart-
ment: Master class -character 
dance, 
8:30 a.m.. Spartan Complex Room 
219. For more information call 924-
6262. 
Theatre Arts/Dance Depart-
ment: Master class in character 
dance. 8:30 a.m.. Spartan Complex 




Sociology 80 Class: Clothing 
drive for homeless. 9 a.m., in  front 
of 
S.11.  For more 
information  call 
924-89011.
 
Career Planning & Placement: 
Law Information Day. 11 
a.m.. 
S.U.





Career Planning & Placement: 
Careers  in environmental studies. 
8:30 a.m.. Dudley. Mixirhead Hall 
Room








Career Manning & Placement: 
What to do with an MBA. 12:30 
p.m.. S.U. Costanoan Room.
 For 
more information call 924-6033. 
Career Manning & 
Placement:  
Success
 stories. 2:30 p.m.. S.U. Al-
maden
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A.S. Intercultural Steering 








Carlos  & San Anto-





food baraar. 10 a.m.,
 along Ninth 
Street. 
For 
more information call 
924-7942.  
Re -Entry Program: Brown
 Bag 
Lunch series. noon. S.F. Pacheco 
Room.
 For more information call 
924-5930. 
Vovinam 
Vietvodao:  Martial an 
training. 7:30 p.m.. Spartan Com-
plex
 Room 202. For more informa-
















information  call 279-
9397.  
eyou
 could say aloha 
for 
only one dollar!!! 
Hawaiian 
Get -Away 




vacations  and Pizza Depot 
Ticket sales today through April 7 at the Student
 Union, 
BC building, and Clark 
Library.  Drawing Apr. 7 at 
noon in the Art Quad. 
fryer, 
- 
Win a Trip for 2 to Ilawaii 
Depend on Kinko's 
When
 9 to 






























































































































for  the children









































 and ethnic 









 the matter 
on Friday. hut 
the Gilindos were unable to appear. 
forcing Superior Court Judge lry ins 





shot arid killed 
the 
housekeeper a year ago at the Los 
Angeles home of a relative. Aratu 
pleaded guilty March 17 to second-
degree murder and faces 17 years
 to 







FUTURE  IS 
WITH 
THE 
CITY  OF 
LOS 
ANGELES  
The City of Los Angeles





 The entry level 
position  of 
Management
 Assistant can 
lead to a career In 
personnel 
administration,  budget
 and fiscal 
analysis,




$2.065 - $2.570 per month 
Applicants must hold a 
four
 year degree from a recognized 
college or university. On-the-job training
 and work experience 
relating to the operations 
of a city department is provided. 
Management Assistant will prepare 
you  for advancement to 
higher level positions such as 
Management Analyst. 
Administrative  Analyst. Utility Management Assistant. and 
Personnel Analyst. 
Career





San Jose State University 
Costanoan Room 
In
 Student Union 
11:00 am to 2:00 pm 
The



















 ex tension 7.4 I42 
HOTEL 
EMPLOYMENT  
 AVAILABLE   
The Doubletree 
Hotel  at the Santa Clara 
Convention Center 
is currently accepting 




Full Time, Day 





skills.  Hotel exp. 
preferred,
 flexible hours. 
BEVERAGE SERVER 




 previous experience 
required.
 













1-{   
TICE3 
YOGURT 









1408 S. Bascom Ave.
 1 
597 Meridian Ave. 
2 9 3-1
 6 8 8 4 4 8 
-3



























By Lisa Walker 
All too often drug users engage 
in
 the dangerous illusion that the 
end of the 
"high"  is
 
the end of the 
chemical effects
 of drugs in your 
system.  
The physical 
and  emotional 
effects 
of what many people 
consid-




you  for 
up to 30 days 
or 
longer,
 according to 
the 
American




is a creeper. 




and a lack of 








at SJSU. "I 
Wall











and  don't 
realize

















 is a 
psychoactive  
drug,  according 
to the ACM. 
That 
means  it 
contains
 over 400 
unpre-
dictable  chemicals





 causes a 
shift  in 
the 
brain  waves. Some people have 
been caused to be 
impotent,"
 said 




Many students  
believe  them-
selves to be more 
attentive  and bet-
ter students when
 they are stoned, 
which  is not true, said 
Life  Skills 
Education
 Inc., a publisher
 of 
research about drugs 
and alcohol. 
Researchers 
say that students 
lose some
 of their ability to follow
 
and remember the lesson they are 
being 
taught.  
"A lot of people come to school 
hung over. Many people don't think 
it's affecting
 them," Wall said. 
"Alcohol is the biggest drug 
problem. Drinking is increasing 
across the population," Wall said. 
"The number affected by use and 
abuse 
of alcohol is greater than 
those affected by crack
 and 
cocaine," she said. 
Wall believes that college is the 
time when many students experi-
ment with




the rite of passage
a time when people expect people 
to experiment with drugs 
and alco-
hol," Wall said. "We 
really  think it's 
the
 norm." 
"Alcohol is a depressant. It caus-







flexible  about relationships. 
And 
users usually blame others for 
mishaps,"





once alcohol is 
in the blood stream 
it 
begins to affect the





 the nervous 
system. 
Alcohol is said to 
shut down 
more and more 
areas  of the brain as 
consumers drink more 
and more. 
LSE research said. 




 the risk of breast 
cancer
 in 
women by 50 percent, 
Wall said. 
Problems 









"No drug can be useu which 
affects only the 
individual user, if 
it's used on a regular tasiF," Battle 
said. 
"We
 are system:vat:ally linked 
with other people, which will cause 
us to be affected by the use." 
Wall 
said  that friends, 
boyfriends, girlfriends




















 to become 
less
 and less dys-
functional  and 
less






































 is a drug that 
acts
 as a 
stimulant on 
the central nervous 
system (the brain and 
the spinal 
cord). Cocaine is 
classified  with 
narcotic drugs such 
as morphine, 
and opium. 
However, cocaine is not 
a 
narcotic 
and  has very
 different 
affects, according
 to LSE. 
Cocaine 





narcotics,  which 
cause users to be 
put into a dream-
like state. 
Cocaine  users say
 they 
feel 




 and creative. 
The effects of cocaine depend
 on 
the method of use. The two most 




it is snorted, 
cocaine 
effects 
begin  within a few 
minutes,  
and begin





-basing  is cocaine smoked in 
a water pipe. 
Free-basers  experience 
an intense rush six 
or seven seconds 
after smoking, 
and  the effects last 




become  addicted 
to cocaine 
because  





 the ultimate high." 
Researchers
 say that cocaine 
is a 
seductive drug. Afer a 
user  stops 
using it they suffer
 a period of 
intense depression,
 anxiety and irri-
itability 
for up to four days. 
Researchers also say the short-
term effects of 
cocaine arc that it 
increases the heart rate, increases 
the body temperature and increases 
the blood pressure.
 
Cocaine also causes eating
 and 
sleeping 
habits to be suppressed. 
Long term users
 suffer a severe 
weight loss.
 
Many users suffer from diarrhea, 
headaches, 
nausea
 and chest pains, 
and sometimes dizziness. 
Researchers have noted that 
the  
drug promotes
 impotency when 
taken 
in
 large doses and that
 four 
out
 of 10 heavy users 
say  that they 
have a lack of sexual 
interest.  







"If the heart constricts, the ves-
sels constrict, which 
causes 
some-




someone's  throat and telling 
them to 








SJSU, 54 percent 
said that alcohol 
is,  and 45 percent said that drugs 
are. 
Paul Ambrosino, a San 
Francisco -based















there is a per-
ception among 
students at San 






availability  of 
alcohol and drugs are
 widespread 
and a major problem on 
campus,
 
and that students would
 like to see 
the university
 take action and
 
address the 
problem," he said. 
Ambrosino  












 Al Gore of 
Tennessee and 
Alan 
Cranston  of 






He said there is no surprise 
in the 











































































major  problem 
among






































so far. "We're 
planning  to do a sur-
vey this spring,"
 she said. 
The
 
responses  about personal  
use 
indicate that people may 
have 
understated their personal use 
of
 
drugs. While 87 percent said they 
never 
use drugs, 28 percent said 







page  9 
The Spartan Daily's special 
project
 survey of 488 randomly select-
ed students 
was  conducted between February 28 and March 7 at 10 
locations around 
campus. Results are accurate at plus 
or
 minus 4.4 
percent with a 95 percent level of confidence.
 Respondents were 53 
percent male and 47 percent female.
 University population is 47.4 
percent male and 52.6 percent
 female. 
In the sample, 74 percent
 of respondents were between the ages 
of 16-24, 18 percent aged 25-29, 4 percent aged 30-34 and 4 per-
cent aged 35-59. The university census indicates that 55.4 percent 
is aged 16-24, 20.4 percent is aged 25-29, 9.7 percent is aged 30-
34, 14.2 percent is aged 35-59 and .4 percent aged 60 and over. 
The survey included 12 percent freshmen, 12.4 percent sopho-
mores, 29 percent Juniors, 41 percent seniors 
and 4 percent grad 
students. The university is 14.5 
percent
 freshmen, 10 percent 
sophomores, 22.2 percent juniors, 
31.7  percent seniors and 19.9 
percent
















As substance and alcohol abuse becomes 
a problem 
in the workplace, corporationslarge
 and smallare 
attempting to fight back by testing prospective and cur-
rent employees for drug use. 
While companies feel it is their
 right to ensure a safe 
workplace for all 
employees  by screening drug -users, 
employees 
under the drug -testing programs contend that 
their rights 




college students must 
face
 the realities of the drug -test-
ing controversy, 
sometimes




becoming more common 
to test prospective 
employees before applying for
 a job," said John Holly, 
partner in the law firm 
of
 Beraldo and Holly. "The 
American Civil 
Liberties Union thinks that 
people
 have 
a right to 
self -medication. If it affects their 
work, then 
employers 
can  test." 
Holly, an 
advocate for the ACLU, 
said that many 
cases have been 
brought against Bay Area
 firms that 
has e taken up drug
-testing  policiesPacific
 Gas & 
Electric, Southern Pacific 
Co.  and Times Mirror Books, 
Inc. 
Major  firms in the Bay Area, such 
as Lockheed 
Missiles  and Space Co. and IBM, 
have drug -testing 
policies for 
their  employees, but refuse to divulge
 how 
the policy 
works or why it was 
instigated




of the legal ramifications
 sur-
rounding
 all areas of drug 
testing from the 
wording  in 
the  policy itself, to 





 to avoid legal
 action. 
According to the 
American  Occupational 
Medical  
Association m 
an article in Clinical 
Chemistry,  a journal 
of the Clinical 
Chemistry Association,
 "It is ethically 
acceptable to screen employees and prospective 
employees  for the presence in their
 
bodies of drugs, 
including alcohol, that might affect ability to perform 
work 
in a safe manner." The AOMA said that necessity 
of testing "might involve safety for the individual,
 other 
employees or the public, security
 needs, requirements 
Illicit drug 









related to job performance or requirement for a particu-
lar public image." 
Another 
reason  for having a drug -testing program 





 use in the workplace is estimated to 
cost U.S. businessmen $85 billion per year." The jour-
nal also states that "employees regularly using 
drugs 
function at 
only 65 percent of their potential capacity." 
Company drug -testing policies, despite 
the  reluc-
tance of firms 
to
 disclose them, are relatively simple, 
and contain some apparent contradictions and 
inconsistencies. 
An example policy, from Mobil Corporation, is rep-
resentative of the contents of most drug -testing pro-
grams.  
Current  employees are 
screened for drug 
abuse 
"when
 there is reasonable
 cause that an 
employee's  job 
performance is 
being adversely affected
 by his or her 
abuse of 
alcohol  or drugs, or that
 (it) could have an 
adverse 





 business," according to the Mobil policy. 
Dr. Robert Letta, of SJSU's Health 
Services,
 said that 
most people object more to the process of being 
tested
 
than the principles of the test
 itself. 
Because it is essential
 that the test iiiiatur4a -be 
very tight and strictly followed, the spec-linenusually 
a urine samplemust be signed for through every step 
of the testing 
process.  That means that in order
 to 












Letta  said. 
Controversy also 
lies  in the accuracy of the 
test.  The 
tests are usually 
conducted at a single laboratory 
using  
an
 enzyme immunoassay 
test as the initial screen. 
"It's 
an
 assay (analysis) in which 
an antibody is made 
against a particular
 drug," explained Lydie 
Heidweiller,  
a toxicology supervisor
 at Laboratory Services
 in San 
See 














Melvin said he 




Melvin (not his 
real name), 32, 
had 
his first encounter
 with drugs 
at age 




 tried it to 












 to a vari-
ety of 
experts,

















 and tried LSD
 
during  his 
senior
 year. "I 
always 















 was the star 
of the 
track













 made about 
$200 to 
$300 
dollars  a 
week  selling 
mari-
juana
 to his friends
 for extra 
cash.  
San 
Jose  was 























































































































































 he was spending time 
with his son and girlfriend, his 
cocaine habit left very little time 
and money for family outings.
 He 
was making anywhere from $200 
to $600 dollars a 
week on sales 
from his marketing job. 




 and out of his 
bank 
account




sometimes stay out all 
weekend getting high. 
"Sometimes she thought I was 
dead," he said. 
Melvin was beginning to lose 
weight but claimed he had never 
lost more than 10 pounds. "I was 
never losing too much weight but 
you could tell the difference," he 
said. 
His 
girlfriend left him once dur-
ing their 
relationship and took their 
son 
with
 her to a friend's house. 
She stayed 
away
 for two weeks. 
"She wanted 








depressed,"  he said.
 
Melvin's drug habit
 also caused 
him some 
problems
 at his job. He 
began  to come to 
work
 late and 
couldn't 
concentrate.
 But he said 
he never lost a job. 
"It was never a physical need. It 




 1987, he moved to 
Campbell where 
he stayed with his 
girlfriend and son for a 
year.  He 




 of his old 
neighbor 
hood. 
On Jan. 1, 1988, his second son 
was born, and 
he stopped using 
cocaine  for a month. 
But he soon 
started using it again 
and was 
kicked out of his 
apartment
 by his 
landlord. He was 
several
 months 
late with his rent and
 played his 
music loud. 
His girlfriend 
and two sons 
moved  in with his 
sister-in-law
 in 
San Jose, and he 
moved  into a 
hotel  where he has 
been  living 
since  last 
November.  
The separation from his girl-
friend and sons
 caused him to 
smoke cocaine even
 more, even 
though he was able to visit them. 
One day after 
free -basing all week-
end in January, he drove to 
his  girl-
friend's house 
and broke down the 
door
 because she refused to 
let him 
in. She 
called  his parents in Los 
Angeles and pleaded with them to 
try to help
 him. 
Melvin's father called 
Rudolph
 
Cook, counselor at SJSU and a 
friend of Melvin's family. After 
his mother arrived in San Jose to 
help him, he 
began 
seeing  
Cook on a 




 want to 













do it on my 










 or five 
years in a 
row. 
But as soon as you're out, you're on 
your own. There are no counselors 
around to talk to you." 
Today Melvin still meets 
Cook  
once a 
week  for therapy and no 
longer uses cocaine.
 He hopes to 
be back 
with his girlfriend and 
their  two sons by the 
beginning  of 
summer. 
"I didn't like to be  
high around 
them,"




and  drinks 
beer. 
"I think weed 
is
 the safest way 




















 had a 
strong 
craving  to get stoned. 
He fought to resist it, just as he 
had for the 
past  nine months. 
John (a 
fictitious  name used for 
reasons
 




hol. But since July 9, he
 has stayed 
clean with the help of counseling 
three days a week 
at
 the 
Associated Psychotherapists of 
Santa Clara County. 
"I've got





I think about, 
especially late-









urgently, as if 
convincing
 him-
self he had the 
willpower  to 
stay  sober. Tall, 
well-built, with 





 the 25 -
year -old SJSU student 
looked like 
he had led an innocent and 
shel-
tered life. But he spoke 
of an abu-
sive past as someone who  had seen 




John took a Geology class at 
DeAnza College in Cupertino 
last 
year, preparing 
each morning by 
getting stoned. The day he had a 
term paper due, he took a 
raft and a 
12 -pack of Budweiser 
Light into 
his 
brother's  swimming pool and 
proceeded 
to get drunk in the 100 
degree heat
 as he wrote. 
His brother's roommate 
came 
home later
 that afternoon and saw
 
pieces of binder
 paper smashed up 




from  John's 
notebook
 
in the pool. 
He
 found John passed out on 
the raft, the 12 beer bottles still 
floating next to him. 
That  was the last day John got 
drunk. 
It took more 
than that for him to 
quit smoking
 marijuana, but he
 
declined to give details. 




















said.  He 
had fun with people 
for  
about  an 
hour





































and  he 
appreciates
 
that, he said. 
Smoking 
marijuana  was a hard 
habit to leave behind. He had start-
ed before entering high school and 
soon he 
was
 stoned during most of 
each day. 






 get stoned, steal 
from peo-
ple's
 houses, and then 
do their 
paper
 routes. As their
 drug highs 
increased,  they began to 
steal  items 
of greater 










 felt intellectual as he 
smoked a joint 
with professors 
from Evergreen 
College in San 
Jose. Marijuana was 
also a good 
love -making drug, 
he said. Most of 
his friends
 smoked as well, making 
it a social 
activity.  
"Interestingly
 enough, I don't
 
have 





is also $22,000 poorer, by 
his calculations. 
Supporting  his 
habit
 cost him, monetarily, physi-
cally and emotionally. 
"I think
 the misery 
over  
being  a 




 supersedes the 
desire







 out  
where 
I'm going to
 get my next 
score 
The 
little bag of 



































































































































































































































































































 in a college 
newspaper  
promoted  a 
sale with
 the 

































vehicle  was 
shownnot
 a stock


































 just some 
examples  of 






 students in its 
advertising.  

















use of alcohol among college 
students










even  if 
alcohol






critical of the alcohol beverage 
industry's
 targeting of 
the college -age













 seen as all 
too  often irresponsible 
in 








 auto racing poster men-
tioned 
above is seen 
by some as 













 at SJSU, 





"It's absolute total saturationtotal bombardment. 
The message 
is: drink a lot, all the time, at all occa-
sions ," Wall said. 
In 
particular,




college students, who, because 
of
 their relative 
inexperience 
in
 using alcohol, are 
often  unaware of its 
potential for 
abuse. Alcohol is the 
greatest  drug prob-
lem on 
college campuses, she said.
 
Wall criticized





 February in 
the 
Spartan Daily. 
The  advertisement, 
a colorful 10 -page
 foldout print-
ed 
on slick paper, 




 that were held
 at Palm 
Springs, Squaw
 Valley, and 










towels,  clothing, 
and  sun-
glassesall  with the 
Budweiser  logo. 
Wall criticized
 the ad's 
artwork, 











is a subtle 
suggestion  that 
you  drink in high
-
risk 








 of all 
drownings  
are  alcohol 
relatedand
 the 
ad shows a 
beach  scene!" 




Zapata  also 
was critical
 of the ad.
 She said 
had  she known
 about 
the ad before
 it ran, she
 might have
 asked that 
it be 



























Nancie Fimble, a philosophy professor who teaches 
business ethics 
at SJSU, said she thought Budweiser 
should have 
been  more ethically responsible with the 
ad. 
"But I don't take the position that it's flat-out bad and 
should be banned," she






do what they 
want
 to do." 
Officials with Anheuser-Busch, Budweiser's parent 
company, said all of its advertising is responsible. 
"All of  our marketing is targeted to adult
 consumers 
and the theme is always moderationthat's the key 
message,"
 said an Anheuser-Busch spokesman. 
The spokesman 
said  no beer was sold at 
the events 
promoted in the "Spring Break '89" ad. No 
complaints  
had been 
received about the ad, he said. 
Russell Bell, a 
spokesman from Fleishman -Hillard, 
Budweiser's public relations representative
 in Los 
Angeles, said Anheuser-Busch and all brewers are "con-
stantly under the gun about
 their marketing to college 
students." 
Bell said the 







He pointed to Anheuser-Busch's "Operation Alert" 




created in 1983, gives ongoing support 
to the Students 
Against  Driving Drunk program and has 
sponsored the "Know when to say when" television ad 
spots. 
And a beer 
distributor -sponsored program called 
Training for Intervention Procedures trains bartenders 
and 
waitresses  to know when to refuse alcohol to 
patrons, he said. The
 program has about 110 graduates 
nationwide. 
But Bell acknowledged
 that Budweiser's "Spuds 
MacKenzie" dog character 
in
 its Bud Light advertising 
has 
been a recent point of controversy. Some critics 




merchandise  with 
logo.  
have charged that
 Spuds appeals primarily to young-
sters,
 priming them to become alcohol users as adults. 
Bell said unlicensed merchandisesuch
 as Spuds 
dolls and Spuds 
T-shirts  in kid's sizeswas sold, leav-
ing a 
wrong impression that Budweiser was responsible 
for them. 
For 




 Bell said, "would 










It was a 
simple
 yes or no 
Bobby 




25 -year -old SJSU senior 
said drugs have been part of his 
life since high school. 
"At 15 or 16 I was drinking 
and 
smoking marijuana," Bobby 
said. 
"I would smoke a joint 
everyday  
and get high 
with
 my friends. 
Sometimes  I would even 
smoke
 
twice a day." 
He 
said  he 

























 it to 





wouldn't  do 
it for a 
week,  but 
I'd be 
sure
 to do 
it the 





 It was 
a pleasant 
feeling."  




 studio art 
major.  He 
comes from 
an  upper -middle 
class 
background. 
His  father, a well-
known 















are not confined to a 
broken home,"
 Bobby said. "My 
family is very 
intact
 and close, 
right 
down to our great-grandpar-
ents. It's really the person 
who  ulti-
mately  decides. Them saying no to 
me 
didn't make a difference
 for a 





bigger  things. He has
 
tried various hallucinogenics
 and is 
currently 
using  cocaine. 
"I'm not a 
regular user," he said. 
"I never
 get to the point where
 I 
find 
myself saying I have 
to
 have 





 say I'd like to 
get  some 
more.
 It's not a problem for me
it's a social 
problem.  
Bobby has been using cocaine 
for about six years. He said at first 
he tried to find out how to get 
high.  
Eventually, once he knew how to 





 what makes you 
do it again," he said. "It's the antic-
ipation of getting that 
feeling.  As  
everyone  says, you feel 
on top of 
the world. But 
when
 you come 
down, you 




Bobby  chose to use
 drugs 
on a 
more  recreational 
basis,  SJSU 
sociology
 professors say there is an 
underlying 
psychological  and soci-
ological aspect 
to why people use 
drugs. 
"American  society 
has turned 
coping
 into an industryempha-
sized 
on television, at shopping 
malls and 







 "And drugs is just
 one 




through  various ads, and the 
whole 
coping
 behavior is 
stressed
 on 
escaping  your problems 
instead of 
facing
 them," Gliner 
said. 
Gliner said 
young  people turn to 
drugs
 when 
they have problems at 
school and lack 
of

















degrees of drug use. There are 
those who are hooked and have to 
steal to support their habit, those 
who 
are forced to take drugs to 
escape conditions of poverty and 
those who use drugs recreationally 
for relaxation, he said. 
"By arresting people, we will 
not
 solve 
the  problem,"  Gliner 
said. 
"We  need to devote more 
resources to better schools and 
support groups. Drugs is a symp-
tom. It's a coping thing." 
James Cook, a counselor and 
psychologist at SISU's counseling 
center and a member of the board 
for the Pathway Society, a drug 
rehabilitation center, said there is 
"nothing mystical" about why peo-
ple take drugs. He compares it to 








 be nice to be 
mellow  
all the time?" 
Cook  said. 
Cook also wondered if heavy 
users use
 drugs as a subconscious 
way to commit suicide. 
"It's a common sayingto die 
young rather than make a corpse," 
he said. "To a lot of young people, 
saving money and working is 
incomprehensible.
 Why not enjoy 
things now 
when  tomorrow is not 
promised?" 
James Salisbury, professor of 
sociology, added that the drug 
problem is related to the isolated 
nuclear 




attributes  drug use of the 
middle class to 
problems
 of alien-
ation and loneliness with no sup-
port network. 
He also
 suggested that confor-
mity plays a major role in drug use 
among
 young people. "With two 
parents working, the lack of 
parental supervision and emotional
 
support, 
young  people turn to their 
peer group," he said. 
"They'll  















 era, drug 
use increased
 among the lower 
income," he 
said.  "For the poor, 
there is 
nothingthere is no 
future. They're hungry 
and nothing 
else seems to 
be
 worse. Maybe it's 
better to be stoned." 





ted that he 
is starting to wonder. 
"It 
(cocaine)  doesn't do any-
thing for my anymore," he said. 
"When I'm high, all I want to do is 
relax and do nothing. Some people 
can function
 perfectly while on 
drugs, but I become
 non-function-
al. Like that
 saying by Gallagher, 
'Once you're high,
 you can't get 
any higher.' It's a 
different  feeling 
now and I don't enjoy it. It's all 
about 
the way you perceive it. It's 
changed." 
Abuse commonplace






By Doug Alger 
California State law 
prohibits
 
alcoholic beverages to be sold,
 fur-
nished, or given to 
any  person 
under the age of 2I years. 
In addi-
tion, no 
possession, transport, or 
consumption
 of alcoholic bever-
ages will be 
allowed in public or 
common areas by 
any  person, 




 sale of 
any illegal
 drug or substance is 
prohibited by 
federal  and state law.
 
Residence




SJSU  campus, res-
idence halls
 and surrounding 
community
 prohibit the illegal use 
of drugs and 
alcohol, according 
to 
formal university policy 
described 
in the Residence Hall Handbook,
 
Unofficially,  SJSU 
administra-
tors admit that both 
substances are 
readily 
available  on and around 
campus. 
"Alcohol 
and drug use are a 
national 











think,  pretty 
much,  anyone can 
get 







































































































21,  buying 
alcohol is easy.' 
SJSU resident 
halls nationwide involve
 the use ot 
alcohol  or drugs. The exact number 





"Some students have become 
more responsible, have 
made a con-
scious decision to be chemical -
free," Scott said. "But, although 
we've seen 
this
 conservative swing, 
we're inheriting freshman
 students 




 alcohol pose a differ-
ent problem
 in the halls," Scott said. 




'include the high number of people 
in close quarters, under 21 or of 
diverse cultural backgrounds. 
Housing officials
 hope
 that through 





behavior, the problem of 
alcohol
 
and drugs will be 
reduced  within 
the halls.
 
"Part of the 
problem  is compla-
cency
 by residents who see what's
 
going on," Lowe said. 
"Whether  
they just don't care, or out of 
fear
 
for their safety," 
residents  often do 
not 
report  drug or alcohol 
viola-
tions. 
"I am concerned about
 it," Scott 
said. "Even if we just have one stu-
dent with an alcohol or drug abuse 
problem."
 
As for Housing's policies on 
alcohol and drugs,
 they too seem to 
reflect 
a nationwide problem. 
"If they were a deterrent at all, 
our residence halls would 
be 
empty,"













 of pouring money
 and 
manpower 
in a failing fight 
of pro-
hibition
 against drugs 
some  have 




The  battle against narcotics
 has 
been waged for the past 
75 years in 
America since the 
Harrison 
Narcotics Act of 1914 
that  made 
most 
narcotic substances illegal, 




that spelled the begin-
ning of a 
drug problem in 
America





 most of the 
nation's leading public 
figures.  
Some of those people 
argue that 
the  answer is stricter enforcement
 
and stronger laws. 
But 
others  say the answer is 
legalization 
instead of prohibition. 
Proponents  for legalization
 say if 
society is 
willing  to help, if drugs 
can be 
classified  and regulated, and 
if religion takes part
 in changing 
attitudes, there is a 
solution to the 
drug problem. But even the 
propo-
nents are uncertain it will work. 
There  is no certainty that legal-
ization  is the solution, said SJSU 
sociology Professor Allen Young. 
"Organized crimes' drug traffick-
ing
 is so great that I don't believe 
police control can solve the prob-
lem," Young said. 
There is a great market of 
demand

















"We have provoked the problem
 
by prohibiting
 certain drugs for 
sale,"  said Young. 
Drugs have 
become
 an agent or 
instrument  for 










 Salisbury ll said we 
sim-
ply 
do not know what would 
hap-
pen
 if America legalized narcotics
 


















 people by making
 
it less glamorous," 
Salisbury said. 
In order for 
legalization to work, 
society would have 
to
 be willing to 
spend  the money 
saved  by law 




said.  Plans for state 
run stores, 
regulations
 on distribu 
Counseling Services 






The staff consists of multicultural counselors who are "sen-
sitive
 to the needs of students." The 
service is 
open  to all reg-
istered
 students and 
all conversations
 are confidential. 
Counseling
 services are available
 from 9 am. to 5 p.m., 
Monday  through Friday and 









 and whole programs
 geared 
toward rehabilitation would 
be
 nec-
essary to make legalization success-
ful, he said. 
But society would not 
have the 
social will to invest money back 
into  rehabilitation, Salisbury said. 
There would 
be pressure on govern-
ment to keep the 
money saved or 
spend it on other programs 
instead 
of dispersing it toward rehabilita-















not very imminent in 
the near future. 
"Society has a justifiable  concern 
that the people using
 drugs should 




will be "lumping a 
variety of 
drugs as drugs," he said. 




some are considered stronger and 
more 
dangerous  than others, Nuger 
said. 
It 
would  be possible to legalize 
some  drugs such as marijuana by 
"placing 
alcohol
 and marijuaaa in 
the same kind of class,"




would have to 
impose legal standards
 on drugs like 
they do with alcohol 
in
 regulated 
industries, he said. 
New  regulations 









far down do 
you go" in 
regulating  








Nuger  said. 
Industry 
would  have to be 
responsible  for itself 
to
 establish 
standards  for regulations 
of legal-
ized drugs,
 he said. 
SJSU religious studies Lecturer 
Tim Wadkins said legalization 
would change the way religion 
deals with 
drugs.  
Religion now tries to work 
with-
in the boundaries of the law in deal-
ing with 













 " he said. 
Religion 
would 
have to work with individuals and 
ask why they take drugs 
and what 
can be done 






 a massive 
change
 (in attitudes)
 on the 
use of 
alcohol  in
 the past 20 
years  in 
churches,"  
Wadkins
 said, but 
he 
sees
 "no early 










 by the 
church, he 
said. Drugs are "both a 
legal issue and 
an








to the church 
and society,
 Wadkins said. 
About
 SJSU: Drugs  on 
Campus
 
The SJSU: Drugs on 
Campus special report was a 
project of seniors in 
&Journalism  160Advanced
 
Reporting  class 
with
 the coopemdon 





















































By Matthew D. Anderson 
Day staff
 wnter 
SJS1  baseball 
tans has
 e a 
chalk, -
to support









As part ot a 




















e bit- the vity 's 
needy . 
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 clothing and who 
needs
 the 

















lem the students 
w





 the Student 
I. 


















hours  once a week








assq:ning chores to 
the 
guests ot the 
iesiden,e.  

























































 it 100 
percent. -
The 
people like it when we give 
them 
support.-
 said Julie 
Larouch. 




























 forth. said Laura Di-
masco. a 
participant
 in the 
protect.  






 problem.- she 
said.  "We 
are 
trying
















ettim  to 
star mrolred.-
"We've 











Loar  es and 
Fishes soup 
kitchen.  





 the people 
who  
are here. It's really a good re-
sponse.-






all year round,  not
 just at 
Christmas.- said 
Shannon Higgins. a 
freshman biology maior. 










 The game will he 
at Municipal 
Stadium,
 located at 
10th and Alma 
streets.  
SJSU 
(28-6. I in 
the
 Big West 
conference












 meeting. Feb 7.. 
SJSC  traveled 
to 
Davis.





 top NCAA teams 
cheat  
National
































majorities  in the national 
surY ey said
 































of 1.108 adults resealed
 











 not be 
permitted
 to pay 
money to their
 student athletes. Yet 
more  
than  55 
percent  said they be -
'lewd svhools. and 
booster  
clubs.  













among  college 
sports  









 lute lust 
51 percent  
if 
non -fans thought that
 was the case 








































































 tail to 









son sat out trr games



































ended  his 
walkout
 after 
,the NCAA said it 
would
 reconsider  
the rule. 






in the stirs ev lai ored 
Prop 42, as 
high a 
level  of support as among 
whites.






 as well as 
whites, said 
they 
would favor the 
rule es en if it could
 
disqualify many 




At the same 






in general. with 83
 percent in sup-
port. Among 





 an escape 
route 
from







less critical than 
whites  of 






colleges make secret pay-
ments to 
athletes.
 for example. 
while  
59 percent
 of whites suspected  
it. A 
third of blacks
 IMMO.] legalizing 




As well as black respondents. the 
youngest --- aged 18-29 were 
more supportive




 over 64 were
 
more critical While 77 percent ot 
the 
oldest group said the 
schools  




fell to 61 
percent







percent of blacks accepted current 
academic 
standards,
 that fell to 
30 
percent of the youngest 
group  and 18 
percent of the oldest. 
The  NCAA allows 
Division  I col-
leges to set their own grade require-
ments for student athletes,  and stan-
dards  vary 
In
 the poll.
 93 percent 
said  
a ''C'' ay 





 for a 
student
 to play. 
sports. 
But 
there  was a significant 
lack of 











highe I glades than they she 
serve so they curl ointinue to plar 
Just 
32
 percent doubted that 
occurs.  
while IS percent said 
they





















































 of the 
Army  Nurse
 
Corps.  The 


























 respect as an 
Army  
officer.  If you re 










































Rugby tItib member Craig Ilintzman
 
(left)










I C. Berkeley 
player
 fronv 








































 they are 
unw  ullunig to 
alter  it. 
Within the last decade, they've 
changed 
it substantially. introducing 
the still -controversial 3 -point 
shut
 













 How will the face of basket-
ball change as the game approaches 
the year 2000 and the
 21st
 century? 




about  20 percent.'' he 
said. "It's 
an end 




 much less half court
 play." 
The 
speed of the 
game and effi-
ciency









continue  and cause 








 be adjusted. 
"The  clock will be 
reduced. prob-











*MAW shooting perciet "7:4.. 






shot to the 
international  distance. 
of=1/4't 
cp..? 
NCAA rules committee and who is 
called the 
father  of the 3 -point shot, 
thinks it will continue to evolve. 
"By then, we'll have a wider 
lane, from the current 12 feet
 to the 
Olympic width 
of
 18 feet." Steitz 
said. "It will 
minimize rough low 
post play, open the 
lane  for the drive 
and enhance the 
clever.
 low post 
player. We have 
to do something to 
many big .paiapia._na,.iocli 
a.atiar
 
minimize congestion. There ,atetemuix 
area.  
That confined area will be ad-
justed 
eventually.
 too. Steitz said. 
'I see them 
lengthening the court 

































 OUR PRICE $ 7.00 
'TICKETS MUST BE PURCHASED BY 4/12/89 
TICKETS 









THE  SOUTH BAY
 SUPPORT 
FOR































































































































































won  his 











to a 7-1 
victory. 
Tellers, 






















of the way the team has played along 
with his pitching. It's 




Spartans  got all the
 runs 
they
 needed in the 
third  when 
Irvine 
pitcher  Jeff Haack
 (1-4) 
walked
 two batters and 
hit anoth-
er
 to load the bases 
with  no outs. 
Both Andy






out  to the 
second
 
baseman,  giving 
SJSU  an early 
2-0  advantage. 
With 
the win, Tellers 
moved to 
within 





record of 12 wins in 1971.
 
SJSU coach
 Sam Piraro, a 
member of 
the 1971 team, 
want-






















































saves)  to 
defeat the 






forward  and 
taken the 










run of the 
season and 
drove in 











a series sweep 
by scoring six runs
 in the first 
two innings, 
beating  SJSU 7-6. 
Donnie 







 errors, which 
enabled  













Anteaters  scored the 
deci-
sive 
run  in the 
bottom



















run to score. 
Ken  
Whitworth  (3-4) was 




The loss spoiled a good 





















season has just 
begun and already baseball
 is off to a 
shaky  start.
 
A cloud is 
hanging  over Pete 
Rose. Wade 
Boggs still might he on 
the move. 
Dave Winfield, Jose 
('an-
seco and Paul Molitor are 
out with 
injuries







 seem to dis-
appear 
every  year -- at 
least for a 
sunny afternoon 
or
 so - when they 
start playing
 for  real and 
the 
hoxscores 
begin showing up. 
President Bush,
 a former 
baseball  
player  at Yale 
University, 
threw  out 
the 
first pitch 


































will  it all come 
out? No one 
knows,
 and that's one




 stretched by 
162 
games,  all 
waiting  to take 
their 






























 no way 
to tell 
until  something
 like any 
injury 







 East,  be-
gins 







































































































































 t. Unit and trat SI 
Sponsored 
by










SCt1111  on the disabled list. 
'Hie Yan-
kees 











co's wrist trouble 
will keep 111111 out 
for aw hi le 
Hershiser.
 who starts the seas, 'ii 
with a sneak 
ot
 ...melt...  111111141. 
missed




because  of 
the nu. 
He'll  pitch 
Wednesday






Ojeda  and some
 other big 
names 
are try mg 
to













NFL draft day 
By 













sive back Jay Taylor
 is hoping April 
23 will 
be
 his big day. 
Even though he is keeping his 
fingers crossed, Taylor isn't making
 
any predictions. 
"Last year, they expected Perez 
and  Saxon to go real high 
and they 
didn't," Taylor said. 
Taylor, a speedy 174 -pounder
 
from San 
Diego, had three intercep-
tions, 36 tackles and 14 pass break-
ups  for SJSU in 1988. In addition,
 
Taylor 
averaged 28.7 yards on kick-
off  returns. Taylor was 
clocked at 
4.3 in the 
40-yard dash. 
Taylor said
 there arel 0 teams 
that have expressed
 interest in sign-
ing him. Those





Denver  Broncos, Atlanta 
Falcons, New York 
Giants,  New 
York Jets, New
 Orleans Saints, 
Kansas 
City Chiefs, and Washington 
Redskins. 
"We're
 expecting him to go in 
the first 
four rounds," said 
Steve  
Fellman, Taylor's
 agent. "I think 
he's good enough





Despite this, Taylor 
said his first 
choice
 is to play for





isn't  a defensive 
back in 
the 
nation that wouldn't 
like  to play  
for the 
Raiders," said 
Fellman.  "But 
I know 
the Raiders like 
him." 
Taylor, an academic






















 plans to 
finish  his 

























































Taylor also appeared in two col-
lege all-star games. On Christmas 
Day, Taylor played in the Blue -Gray
 
game
 in Mobile, Ala. and in the 
Hula 













































for American  
Express'
 Cardmembers  
If you want to go places, its time 
for the American 
Express' Card 
Because 
now  you can take advantage of new 
travel
 
privileges  on Northwest Airlines 




American  aims. Card 
Trawl 
privileges  that offer: 
Thu $99 roundtrip lickelsfly to many of 
NORTHWEST 
the more than 180 
cities served by 
North -
AIRLINES 
west in the 





 may be used per six-
month period.
 
.yvatel Quarterly,Vorthrtect Declination Discounts 
thnnighoul 
/989
-up to 25% off most 
available  fares. 
50)0 bonus miles in Northwest's WORLDPERKS* 
free travel programwhere only 20,000 miles gets 
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies 




through  this special student offer. 
And, of 
course,
 you'll enjoy all the 
exceptional  
benefits and personal service
 you would expect from 
American Express. 
The only requirements for privileged travel: you 
must be a Cardmember,
 you must be a full-time stu-
dent, 
and  you must charge your Northwest
 
Airlines 
tickets with the 
Card.*  
Getting the Card is easier than ever because now 
you can apply by 
phone. Just call 1 -800 -942 -AMEX. 
We'll take your application
 and begin to process  it 
right away What's more, with our Automatic 
Approval offers, 
you can qualify 
now 






Apply Now: 1 -800 -942 -AMEX 
 
'Fare  is for 
mundtrip  travel on 
Northwest  Airlines









 and no itinerar.






 fare are limited and
 may not he 
available  
when  you call 
Travel must be completed by certificate expiration
 date 







which  Northwest 
does 1101 haw 
direct  connections 
or routinpa City 
fuel tax surcharges
 not included 
in fare from 
Roston
 ($2 SO). 
Chicago
 (IS 1101 and



























9t19Amencan  Express 
Travel
 Related Services 
company,  Inc 
Page
 





























 following  
a meeting 
with President Bush 
by
 relatives of 
Americans
 killed in the bombing 
of
 
Pan Am Hight 103 over Scotland. 
The relatives. 
meeting in Wash-
ington 103 days after the plane 
went  
doss
 it killing 270 people. called for a 
unit ed 
congressional  investigation 
into lapses iii as mation 
security.  
Transportation
 Secretary Samuel 
sk inner, told a news conference that 
airlines 










nation  security bulletins




would be mandato' y 





recommend  steps 
that can be taken to avert them In 













erase  Watergate 






















el :illy hay e 
been ads is,ny . 








esploso  es 
in 
all  high -











to the ek 
OIL 

















tan from  9:15
 
a. 
iii  to 
I:30 p.m and included a 
speech 
from University 








from panic to 
confusion  
By Daniel Vasquei 
Daily staff writer 
It shook. It jolted.
 It swayed. It 
rolled.
 It ti caked 
people 
Out. 
Students and faculty had just :Is many descriptions 
of the 5.1 
earthquake  that shook the campus at 10:46 
Monday morning as they did reactions.
 
Falling objects and hiding places 
were  the first 
images 
that came
 to MIMI for
 many 
people.  
'It w as downright scary 
said 
Pat  Janes,  a se-
nior lecturer at the accounting and 
finance depart-
ment. Her office is 
on







campus.  Tower Hall. 
The first thought




 mg and rolling" was 
falling  
bookshelves.  The seven
-foot 
bookshelves  in her of-
fice
 





 tour inches 
from 
the 
wall during the 
quake.  
"How would 
you like to be sitting
 nest to these
 




Clark Library personnel had their




 stopped. the first thing 
that 
went through  my 
mind was our bookshelves. 
said 








 the bookshelves 
in
 place in ease of 
an
 earth-
quake, she said. 
"We  inconvenienced
 students at the
 time hut it 











 a pm wily for 
the shaken. 
Janes 
immediately  took cover 
by
 crawling under 
hei desk 












 feel silly,  because 
thes tiltlimt react 
soon enough
 
 '1 yv as bolted 
to my 
seat." 





Her assistant w 
isa lha immediately got
 up front her desk and 
positioned
 
sell under the 


























a student study ing 
on
 the fifth floor 


















 one mis ac  
iu,illy 
came
 running out of the 
bathroom halt 
-di essed . asking what was





hut  didn't 





Rancatme.  a 
secretary
 in the Financial
 Aid 
Office, 




leave  the building 
when some of the












mean.  I knew 
that
 I ,11,41Ill. 
hut  MMleffille )011're 11.14 
in shock and 





Another student. Steve 
Shapiro.











could  lust see the 
whole thing 




























































Kathy Harrison, left, and Danya Menezes, both ing ssarinups for their ballet class in 
the Spartan 
seniors majoring in dance,











Press  reported that 
the quake was























Spartan  City 
land,  Sullivan 
said. He 
has not
 hem d from 











 that get trans-
lated into 
action?"  he 
said.  
 y 're 
evciled 































 to read a set of 
emergency 
instructions  to 
students
 
during the first 
day of classes as 
they
 
were  requested 
to do. 
Instructors  were asked by 
the
 
Council of Deans to 
relay  emergency 
guidelines  to 
students
 as the next 
phase
 of a university 
disaster plan. 
Last semester was 
the first year stu-





 was implemented. 
By the




eight  of 41 








Now 30 plans, 
maybe more, 
have 
been submitted." Abeyta said. 
The training sessions will also re-
address completion of the plans for 
those twit 
yet turned in, he added. 
General 
response  to the
 earth-
quake by 
university  staff 
was  good. 
Abeyta said. 
"I think
 we were 
prepared."  he 
said. 
























cated  at 
the old 
cafeteria  













April has been 
designated  Earth-


















 on a different 
aspect of 
preparedness.
 The week of 
April 1 highlights government and 
emergency services. The week 
of 
April 9 deals 
with  business and in-
dustry. The week of April 16 focuses 
on 




 concentrates on 
prepared-






































 286 six ed and 
power 111 
t 
Immo(  a sr



















'nit nom it essi 
















I ha MB 
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gn a ( RI
 -silt. 
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 Union April 





 2 pm 
For more information contact: 


























































































































































































































random  to 
me. It's 





































survey  listed a 
variety
 of 
drugs  and asked those interviewed
 
how often they use
 each one, and 
how often they 




cent admitted to 
occasional  use of 
speed, while
 3 percent said they 
use  
LSD at least occasionally. 
Only 
three students,













 form of 
cocaine. 
When asked how 
much they 
spend  monthly on drugs, 
15 percent 









Continued from page 4 
begin the cycle of serious drug 
abuse in high school, according to 
Nick Hogan, a prevention coordi-
nator for the Los Angeles County 
Council of Alcoholism 
"Peer pressure 
has a lot to do 
with it, 
but usually earlier problem 
use is due to substance abuse in 
parents," 
Hogan  said. "One of the 
general reasons 









 an increased propensity 
to use drugs 
during  college 
because the brain
 and the body 
become
 accustomed to 
the drug, he 
said. 
Asked if students are really as 
addicted as they sometimes think, 
he  said, "If they're in an 
addiction  
process at any point, then they're in 
an addiction process. They may be 
in a recovery 
phase, but they're 
still  being affected by the drug -































































bag, but she 
wanted  to 
Association  has a 
variety of 




tions  for different
 types of 
addic-  
chopped
 up a 
NoDoz  pill and
 




continued use of 
the  drug or drugs 
would be destructive
 to the person, 
according to Ronald 
Mah,  a repre-
sentative of the 
Community
 
Counseling Center in 
Walnut
 
Creek. Many students would fall 
under that 
definition  and 
so
 need to 
stop using 
drugs,  he said. 
As 




 to kick their 
habits, 
"It works very
 well with some
 peo-
ple  and not at all for
 others -- it's 
up to the person,"











sounds  kind of 
funny  now, 
but it really
 scared me 
then," she 
said.  "I had liked
 feeling a 





















"It was hard at first finding 










work  now 
and a 







































  Daily Interruption 
Classified 
ANNOUNCEMENTS   
AVON  SALES - Buy or tall 
Avon! 
Earn rtra 
income  or allow me 
to
 
sell to you, Al booty 
co In 
Anierio





serve  you M -F 
930-0 30 Jane 
251-5942 
FREE VISA 
MASTERCARD  & SEARS 













S 4th St Box 
5, 
Philadelphia.  Pa 19147 Apply 
today for your 
future!   
NEED MEDICJIL 
INSURANCE?  Wost 
good co. -qe you can afford? 
We 









 quote  
STUDENT
 DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN 
Enroll Now! Save 
your teeth. eyes 




visits  el no cherge For bro-
chure  see A S office 
or
 Student 









MAY BULLETIN BOARD 
Something  tor every interest!
 Ro-
mince.  friendship, adventure 
Leen
 your message or you can 




try 11. you'll be 
glird  you Old Call 
deity! tannins change he-
quently 





CAR  Minh nee for less 
money You pick the model, make 
and
 nesse.. We find 
you the 
beat deal, no obligation Indepen-
dent broker,  referenc.










Available  your area now 
Cot (1105) 6412.7555, en C.1255 
88 DODGE COLT, S speed, excellent 
condfflon New WAS 14.650 00 
Call (406) 294-8049 
82 
JETT  - Most sell -92 thousand  




FOR  SALE 
MATTRESS SETS. NEW. BEDS. 
Twin 
585. full $89, que. 
$129. 
king 5188 





now  If your bed 
1.1
 giving 
you the comfort 
or
 the support 
you like,
 why not gel a new bed? 
Our  beds Cr. virry comfortable 11 
cheap Cell 1145-6558  







check  Your re-







 Set your area 
WEDOING 
DRESS  - Sloe 
















































equIv  ad In 
the science.
 or 
computer  pros 
Must 















 I need 
more people
 10 sem 
5150 
to 1500































































autism & WM. diaabillins 
Full 
and pert time positions available 
Storting 
26-513





COUNSELOR  - GROUP HOME 
for eu-
tistic  children Greet nperience 







377-5412 or 377-1494 
DELIVERY BALLOONS 
PT
 5 -days 
Neat
 mpg...ranee
 Apply in pers. 
with MY 





DELIVERY  PART-TIME  GCM 
has
 
openings Inc 3 delivery persona 
din swing grave shifts Weekly 
pay dental rned benefits We are 
looking for friendly
 p.ae to 
work in 
HI -tech. Apply VAN-
GUARD 
SECURITY.  3212 Scott 
Blvd, 




ROOM FOR RENT 
In.
 nice horn One 
block from campus Furnished. 





work Ito 7 clays 
a week We offer 
excellent pay, borrows. and mile-
age 
nrimburnmeet.  If you know 
your way around Sento  Clara 
County,
 call us for an appoint-
ment
 453-5838 
DRIVERS  NEEDED Good 
PT
 lob, 
greet wy.  
Pie...
 call Tele-watters 
Cl 200-1900 ask 
for  Rick 
DYNAMIC MARKETING & SALES 
Coordinators end National Mar-
keting Directors
 needed You 
choose your income, level Bob 
9114-0668 
FOREIGN STUDENTS & SCHOLARS 








 of economic, bust -
noes. 
eclentific,  & political 
condi-
tions In horn country for consult-
ing aselstance 
For  into 
send 
resume to BCS int1,700 St Marys 
PI 
Suite 1400 San Antonio. 
TO







No experience necessary Cat 





SEASONAL & year 
round positions 












OCEANOGRAPHY -INTRO Immediate 
tutor 




409-7295150 (10-4). 8790340 
eine 
OFFICE  ASSISTANT
 NEEDED - 
Wknds only 
5.541  start Dulles In-








 Card or 
Silri et Russell's Furniture (408) 
29197363 
OVERSEAS
 AND CRINSESHIPS 
PLOYMENT tinny positions
 
Work month -home month
 Cell 
(005) 682-7555, ext
 6-1062  
PASSPORT UNLIMITED le hiring
 Mr 
Spring
 Marketing Campaign Rep. 






RECEPT SEC FOR Owntwn
 law ok 
$6114 4-5







& SUMCAD. 64 W 
Sante St.. 















 p000111 1100100  We 
will  
keel 
apple In person 
Mon-Ert.  
RAM










 be inie to work 
Mon 
e
verrings.  Cal 
212.7303






 Pert time. 
6200.561.
 























darnel  PET 
Miaow 







min 50 WPM, 
good  commenter 
tkin 









 SO poen., NOON. 
Sonilloolly. no.
 ONE. FT4r. 












sneaks, religion is 
God's penle of mystery, not 
man's 
Insistence
 on dogma Cele-
brate that mystery with us at 
Ines, open to ell. 3 P M Sundays 
at the %Wan Chapel of the let 
United  Methodist 
Church.
 24 N 
51h SI, San Jose We also 
train 
clergy, both male and female. who 
share our vision For 




eveninge   
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC - Unwonted 
hair 
removikt




your very own 
probe 247-7486.  335 S Eleywood 
Ave,
 S. Jose 
EXAM 
FILES frni Prontorl 
through  
out the USA Exam problems
 with 
the professors own detailed sok-






 0-Chern Physks 
5 more 
23
 different books 
&veil.
 






EX ZAC - EARLY morning 
April  4th 
erns 
rang  out In the San Diego 
.by.
 Happy
 21st! Wish I win there 







3rd -7111 in front of the 
Student Union For info call 
298-
9680 
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every 
Sundry 
morning  et 10 45 AM It 
Campus Christian Cent. 10th & 
San Carlos
 For more informetion
 
about ntIvItles. call Rev 
Sorb
 
Firnheber  id 296-0204 
TABLE  FOR TWO? White male. 30, 
seeks
 ferniee  companion  to 
snarl 
pine, motorcycles
 riding. car 
mos 
concerts.  snd outdoor fun 
P.O. Box 6852. San Cons 94070 
T-SHIRT'S - Mahe 
money  for 
your 
WS%) 




custom  silk screened 
T-
shirts with your design 
or
 logo 40 
hour turn-around on most lobs 
Call for references and pricers 
S rainstorm T -Shirts 
(415)  982-
6001 
.. 408-976-2002 . SOUTH
 BAY 
BULLETIN BOARD .. Now there 
to.
 heel,  eon rimy to meet qualty 
people in the privacy of your 
home. It's
 so eon! 
When 
you  call. 
you vat be told how to One your 
own message
 or hoer Si. afferent 
message.  left by ravers. There 
aol 
rneesopos 








you We, Ow that per. 
eon 
loll.







ALL! Stop Nevins welting. 
tweseng or vales 
cheeriest  WWI 
torts*. 
Let me porn...ft 
re-
mon your unwonted heir 
(chin, 










get your Ern Awl 81 12 price. 



































cools* of your resume plus 20 
matching
 .velopes for



























Member  Privileges Call 
947-7273 or drop by our office
 It
 
an end San Salvador 
MONEY  FOR STUDENTS?? We match 
students with 
available  rinancial 
aid regardless 
awed.  or family 
Income. 
Let our unique compute-
rind 
finding







 you fill out a date form. our 
computer 
selects
 only those 
sources
 you are qualified to re 
ceive. thus ensuring the beet pos-
sible
 list Our nrvice Is low-cost 
and guerenteed! Call or 
write 
Student  Ord 
Swat.,
 1011 E. Fre 
mont
 Ave.. *176, Sunnyvale. Cr* 
94087. I 4100-USA-1221.ext.11153. 
PLANNING A 
WEDGING?










Larson at 257.7923 
PROFESSIONAL  DISC JOCKEY by 
Desiree Michel.
 formerly
 of KS)S  
You've 
got  the 
pony,  we've got 
the music! Michel Productions 
provides 
a wide variety of wielC 
for your wedding party or 
dance 
It rwsonable rotes Call 
Destro* 
or Phil at 
270-8960 or 922.7359 
PROOFREADING,  EDITING, RE-
SEARCH.  Quality 
work
 Call DEE 
II (406)292-7029 






formal.  etc REASONA-
BLE 
RATES,  quality
 work in 
Wil.  
low Glen 






T-SHIRTS  for fraternities. .rorttles 
club., arsine. Custom screen 
printing 
on shirts, sweet., and 
jackets Quality
 wont It crimson-








through  Friday 3-10 PM 
VISA  OR MASTERCARD, Even 
If 
bankrupt or bed 
credit!  We guar' 
ante 
you  card or double 
your 
money beck Call (805) 
612-7555.  
en 14-1103 
WRITING. RESEARCH SERVICES 









































 Rase ccwe 
CUT 
CC 114E aDr-J2T  
Fr



























 A Nv.E 
-TIME 






























































anteed Low rotes 
Collegiate  




EDITING  Var. 
Sable, 




SUNNY  SAN DIEGO airline ticket 




TWA OFFFERS SJSU STUDENTS 10% 
on ono...o  tiny fere 
Purchase 
your TWA 
student discount card 












ACKNOWL   
EDGEABLE 
In typing that's tope 
Trust TONY,  296-2067 Thanks 
51 50 per peg* 
double  







PROFESSIONAL  WORD 
PRO-







AH! WHEN OVERWHELMED by re 
Porte to be typed. 
RELAX AND 
LEAVE









kinds Student rates 
for 
Under -













































Day Days Days 
3 



















































































3862 to reserve 
your time now 
Only 15 minutes  from canon
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